Construction21, a clear benefit for all

- **For you:**
  - Demonstrate your expertise.
  - Develop your professional network.

- **For your team:**
  Access validated and targeted information about relevant subjects in your field.

- **For your company:**
  - Improve your reputation.
  - Promote your services and achievements in your country and internationally.

- **For all:**
  A place for collective intelligence to accelerate the transformation towards a green economy.

JOIN US:
Deploy Construction21 in your own country.

JOIN Construction21.eu now!
A data base of exemplary buildings

The Goal of Construction21?
To promote and implement the most innovative sustainable building solutions and practices through:

- An European data base of the most efficient achievements in construction and renovation (housing, offices, schools, etc.).

- A library of products that highlights materials, equipment, and innovative solutions implemented in these buildings.

JOIN US:
- Get your innovative achievements on Construction21.eu.
- Promote your company with a direct link to your website.

A professional network for sustainable building

Construction21 is a collaborative network open to all for developing crowdsourced solutions.

Recognised experts moderate communities in their field including general, technical, and management subjects.


JOIN US:
- Promote your expertise.
- Create or contribute to a community in a strategic topic for your activity.

A news feed

Construction21 gathers all the news about green building (Events, Innovations, New Rules or Laws, etc.)

JOIN US:
- Be part of an elite circle of professionals.
- Actively contribute to a positive, environmental transformation.

Construction21 is for all!

Construction21 will be the online meeting point for more than 300,000 European practitioners in the building sector:

- architects
- owners
- associations
- builders
- developers
- lawyers
- asset / facility managers
- government officials
- consultants
- rating tool and product verifiers
- trainers, teachers
- manufacturers
- researchers